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Liquid Luck 
The holographic program Liquid Luck has been created to increase fluidity and abundance in life.  
It helps to attract solutions with ease. 

Your access to launch and execute this program has been enabled after your purchase and it will be 
installed for you as you listen to the recording.  While the installation takes place, it is 
recommended that you notice your thoughts, feelings, emotions and any sensation you may 
experience.  This way, you can gradually develop your skills to notice the flow of energy and 
information. 

 

Installation instructions 
Please listen to the accompanying recording to install the holographic program Liquid Luck for 
you.  You only need to install the program once. 

 

Activation 
Activation Phrase:  Apply Template Liquid Luck (to attract abundance, to attract new paid clients, 
etc.) 

You  can execute the program anytime by saying “Apply Template Liquid Luck”.  The activation 
command brings in the vibration and the information matrix for Liquid Luck template described in 
this program.  If you meditate, you can also keep repeating the activation phrase with your goal.  
The more you consciously apply the program, the stronger it gets for you and you get more used to 
interacting with the matrix Liquid Luck template creates. 

When you activate the program, it encloses your personal field with the information and light 
matrix it holds and remains active until the process is complete.  You can run the program as often 
as you would like.  Each time, the program matrix will stay active and work in the background even 
when you are not paying attention. 

 

Description of Tasks 

1) The Liquid Luck  template first scans you to retrieve the patterns of your current state of 
abundance. 

2) Liquid Luck has an integrated Holographic Vision Board where you can also enter your 
goals. 

3) It analyzes your personal matrix in relationship with your goals. 
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4) It then transforms current patterns and generates a solution matrix that is in most harmony 
with your goals and helps you to integrate that energy with your personal field. It works 
with speed, joy and harmony.  

5) The solution matrix usually comes down as a pulsating golden light through your energy 
filed and starts to send out pulses to attract the solutions to you. 

6) All changes happen in the most harmonious way for an individual and with each step, the 
body holds more light and the individual moves toward a higher consciousness.  

7) The program and instructions are sealed in sacred geometry with cosmic frequencies for 
the highest level of purity. 

 

How to Use the program 
 

1) Create a space of neutrality and non-judgment by activating the Harmonic Shield around 
you if you have not done so already.  You can launch it by using the command “Activate the 
Harmonic Shield”.  A free version of this Harmonic Shield can be downloaded by subscribing 
to Life Harmonized email newsletters. 

2) Focus on your energy field (your physical body and four feet around you) and flush your 
personal energy field with sun light for a few minutes by visualizing or calling the sunlight 
to flow through you.  You can do this by connecting with the sun (day or night) and 
visualizing the sun light going through you and cleansing your entire personal field.  This is 
a very simple but extremely powerful exercise to do each day for a few minutes. 

3) Launch the program by saying “Apply Template Liquid Luck” 
4) Place your goals for using the Liquid Luck template on the Holographic Vision Board.  You 

can directly project your goals or drag and drop your written goals onto the Holographic 
Vision Board. 

5) Just sit quietly for a few minutes while the template transforms patterns for you.  
6) The process is now complete.  Notice what starts to change for you and around you.  Allow 

new options to show up for you.  Do not doubt your ability to receive by reviewing what has 
not worked in the past.  This only delays the process.  Instead, review the goals that you 
have accomplished in life whether they are small or big. 

7) It is important not to limit the outcome by being very specific unless you know that you are 
very much aligned with your specific goal.  For example, you may be very specific about 
buying a metallic blue BMW 535i Sedan.  However, the universal energy flow and alignment 
may match you with a metallic gold BMW X5 or BMW 550i Sedan.  If you limit your options, 
the process will be delayed.  Instead, go with the flow and see what is in most alignment 
with you.  Unless you are in alignment with your goals, you cannot allow it to show up for 
you.  Start to generate the feelings of your goals.  This vibration is more important than 
anything else.  So when you ask for anything, always remember to have an intention – let 
this or something better happen for me. 

8) Once you get used to noticing how the programs work with your personal field, you can run 
it anytime, even when you are really busy.  The program will work in the background 
whenever you activate it.  The initial meditation is only for you to notice how the energy 
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flows through you and how you interact with holographic programs.  This practice helps to 
develop skills to understand and notice different types of energy flow.   

9) Meditation is not necessary for any of the holographic tools or programs unless specified. 

Please continue to activate the program as often as you would like and play in different ways – such 
as with one goal, with a few goals and anything else that you can think about.  Find out how the 
program works best for you.  Always run Liquid Luck from a state of joy to manifest fast. 

Thank you for helping us to raise our collective consciousness. 
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